ABSTRACT. Let R°° = lim Rn, and let B*(b*) denote the conjugate, B*, of a separable, infinite-dimensional Banach space with its bounded weak-* topology.
0. Introduction. Let R°° = lim R", and let B*(b*) denote the conjugate, B*, of a separable, infinite-dimensional Banach space with its bounded weak-* topology. The bounded weak-* topology is the finest topology agreeing with the weak-* topology on bounded sets. (The weak-* topology on B* is the smallest topology on which all the linear functionals {*|* G B} are continuous where *(a) = a(*).) We investigate properties of paracompact, topological manifolds, M, N, modelled on F, where F is either R°° or B*(b*). Included among our results are that locally trivial bundles and microbundles over M with fiber Any theorem about ¿?*(Z>*)-manifolds, B*(b*) as above, yields an analogous theorem about 2?(í»)-manifolds where B(b) is a separable, reflexive, infinite-dimensional Banach space with its bounded weak topology. This is because, if B is separable and reflexive, then B* is separable, and the natural isomorphism B -► (B*)* identifies the bounded weak topology on B with the bounded weak-* topology on (B*)*.
Interest in bounded weak topologies has arisen recently in global analysis. In [14, §3] Richard Palais, commenting on work of J. Dowling, R. Graff and K. Uhlenbeck, observed that many Banach manifolds of sections possess a natural atlas such that the transition maps, in addition to being smooth, preserve the bounded weak topology. It is hoped that study of topological manifolds modelled on bounded weak topologies will add some insight to these manifolds with "extra structure".
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I. Notation. Our "spaces" are Hausdorff and our "maps" continuous. We use B to denote a separable, infinite-dimensional Banach space, B* its conjugate, b* the bounded weak-* topology, and B*(b*) the space B* with its b* topology. Thus, any (topological) 5*(¿>*)-manifold may be regarded as an /2 (¿^-manifold. Since the canonical isomorphism l2 -► I* identifies the bounded weak and bounded weak-* topologies, we identify l2(b) with /*(£>*) when convenient.
Definition. Let E be a TVS, M an ¿"-manifold and X a space. A map f.X -* Mis said to be (linearly) split at x G X if there is a neighborhood V of fix) and a homeomorphism of pairs 0: (V, V n fiX)) -* (V1 x V2, Vl x {0})
where Vi is open in E¡, i = 1,2, and E1 and E2 are closed linear subspaces of E such that E is (linearly) homeomorphic to Ex x E2. Iff is (linearly) split at each * G X, we say / is (linearly) split.
For the remainder of this section, let F denote either B*(b*) or R°°. Let M and N denote paracompact, connected F-manifolds. We establish the following results. Theorem n. 8. Any two homotopic closed embeddings f, g: M -*■ N x {0} C N x F are ambient invertibly isotopic in N x F. Further, given any neighborhood VofOEF, the invertible isotopy may be taken to be the identity on N x (F\V) x I.
Theorem II. 9 (stable classification). ///: M-* .¡V is a homotopy equivalence, then there is a homeomorphism h: M x F -► N x F such that h is homotopic to f x id. The following is immediate from Theorems II. 9 and II. 11. IV. Radially bounded starlike sets. If F is a TVS and y E F\{0} let Ry = {ay\a E [0, °°)}, the ray through y. If W C F and a G R, let aW = {aw\w E W}.
Definition.
A starlike set in a TVS F is a neighborhood U of the origin such that each ray from the origin intersects U in a connected interval and intersects Bd(£/), the topological boundary of U, in at most one point.
It is an easy exercise to show that any convex neighborhood of the origin is starlike.
Definition. A subset of TVS is radially bounded if it intersects each ray (from the origin) in a bounded set.
Recall that a set C in a TVS is circled if XC C C, all |X|< 1.
Theorem IV. 1. B*(b*) and R°° have bases at the origin of radially bounded, circled, convex (and hence starlike) neighborhoods.
Proof of IV. 1. Since R is locally compact, it follows that {[IL°1 j(-a¡, a,)] n R°°\a¡ > 0, a,--* 0} is a basis at the origin in R°°; and each set in this collection is radially bounded, circled and convex.
By Notation. We write "RBS" for "radially bounded starlike". Note that the boundary of a RBS set intersects each ray in exactly one point.
Definition. Let V be a RBS set in the TVS F Define ßv: F\{0} -► F\{0} by letting ßv(x) be the unique point in Bd(F) n Rx. Define yv: F\{0} -* (0, °°) by * = yv(x)ßv(x).
Note * G V iff yv(x) < 1, and yv(ax) = crfv(x) all a > 0.
Lemma IV. 2. 7/ Km a RBS set in the TVS F, then ßv: F\{0} -> F\{0}
and yv: F\{0} -* (0, °°) are continuous.
Proof of IV. 2 (adapted from an unpublished argument of David Henderson)
. Let ju = ßv, y = yv. Since ju(*) = (\¡y(x))x, we need only prove that y is continuous. Fix *0 G F\{0}, and let 0 < S < 7(*0). If *0 were a limit point of A m {* G F\{0}|7(*0) -7(*) > 5}, then (1/t(*0))*0 = ß(x0) would be a limit point of (1/7(*0)>1. But (1/7(*0)M C (1 -b')V, where S' = ô/7(*0) < 1, so this is impossible. Thus, *0 is not a limit point of A. Similarly, *0 is not the limit point of {* G F\{0}|7(*) -7(*0) > 5}, and continuity of y follows. Theorem rV. 5. Let B be a space, Fa TVS. Let Wv W2, W3, W4 be RBS tubes in B x F with Wx C W2 C W3 C W3 C W4. Then there is a homeomorphism s = s(Wv W2, W3, W4): B x F-+B x F carrying W2 onto W3 such that s is fiber preserving, ray preserving on each fiber, and the identity on WjL) [(B x F)\W4]. Further, s is ambient invertibly isotopic to the identity by an invertible isotopy which is the identity on (W¡ U [(B x F)\W4]) x I.
Proof of IV. 5. First assume the Wt are RBS sets. For i = 1, 2, 3, 4 let jtt,-: F\{0} -* F and y¡: F\{0} -*■ (0, °°) be the maps associated with W¡. Regard the elements on each ray of F as ordered via a homeomorphism onto [0, °°). Then Mi (*) < ß2(x) < ß3(x) < ß4(x) and 7t(*) > 72(*) > y3(x) > y4(x). For each * G F\{0} let
On each ray the maps a, b, c, and d are constant, since y¡(rx) = ry,(*), and a < b<c<d. Also, on Bd^), 7^*) = 1 so that a(x) = 74(*), etc. For t EI define ht: F -> F by identity on ÏPX U (F\W4),
Then ht is a homeomorphism with inverse identity on Wt U (FW4),
Define h: F x I-*■ F x Iby h(x, t) = (ht(x), t). Then hl is the required homeo- Definition. We say that two embeddings f, g: X -* Y are isotopic if there is a homotopy, called an isotopy, H: X x I -* Y such that H0 =f,Hl = g, and Ht is an embedding, t E I.
The following lemma and its proof, using our Theorem IV. . Choose G5 open in <p2(A2) such that 02O4X n yl2) C G5 C Gs C G4, where Gs is the closure in <p2(A2). Let
G6 -(G3 U [(02O42)\GS) xf2])n 02(Gt).
Then G6 is a neighborhood of 4>2(A2) in 02O42) x F2. By Propositions IV. 3 and IV. 4 there is an open subset G7 of G6 such that 02(42) C G7 C G7 C G6, where G7 is the closure in <p2(A2) x F2, and a fiber preserving homeomorphism 0: (G7, G7) -► (<p2(A2) x V, <p2(A2) x V), where 0 is the identity on 02O42) x 0, F a RBS set in F2, and V the closure of F in F2. Note that 0J '(G,) is closed in G,, and hence also in U, U U2. There is an a with {g(x), fix)} C Ua. But then Ua must be £/,-, some / < «. Thus, fig~l(A)) C C, which is compact. Hence,g~l(A) is a closed subset of the compact f~l(C) and is therefore compact.
The following theorem is implicit from the Addendum of [2] .
Theorem ( Let * G If. There is a Wx E W such that {*, p"h"(x)} C W", and hence {/"(*), P,+ i/AWl C Wn+l. There is a W2 E W such that {i"(x),Pn+lhn+lin(x)} C W^+1. Thus, {p"+ih"+1i"(x), P"+ljnh"(x)} is contained in the star of /"(*) with respect to W, and hence in some CE C. Since C is convex, we can define a homotopy//: If x /-» lf+ï x gn+1 by 'n+l 
